




There’s something for 
everyone with over 
210 live TV channels 
including 100+ in HD
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The best of TV 
from around the world

Enjoy the best of HD 
Bollywood movies, 
Originals and music 
- now in several 
languages including 
Hindi, Tamil, Punjabi, 
Malayalam, Telugu, 
Kannada, Marathi, 
Gujarati and Bengali.

Eros Now subscription starts from £3.99 per month. No contract.

iQIYI provides a vast 
array of prime entertainment, 
featuring exclusive drama series, 
movies, variety shows and anime. 
Supported by 12 subtitled languages – 
including English. Full library available to stream 
in HD for free and VIP 4K access starts at £5.99/month.

iQIYI VIP subscription starts from £5.99 per month. No contract.

The hottest Korean 
and Chinese dramas 
in stunning 4K and 
Dolby optimized 
audio.



Your Home 
for Kids TV

Watch the largest collection of free 
and premium on demand Kids TV 
for ages pre-school to tweens. 



Stream critically-acclaimed 
documentaries from the 

comfort of your home
through our array of HD apps and channnels

HD channels included for you

Never miss breaking news 
across our news channnels 

and apps from around the world

Included



Devices



VERSION 12

With our handy app, you can watch 100+ HD 
channels and add to your watchlist while on 
the go. No more boring journeys to work or 
spending your evening deciding what to watch, 
the Netgem TV app has got you covered. 

On the go

Watch on the go

“The setup process was simple and the box is small and stylish. It has an 
excellent array of entertainment capabilities. All in all, I am impressed.”
Emma, Colchester

Netgem TV is acclaimed by journalists and viewers alike - jump into the 
modern TV service for savvy UK viewers.

Best Interactive 
Technology 

CSI Awards 2020

Advanced TV 
Service of the Year

Videotech Innovation Awards 2021

Best Freeview Play 
Set Top Box 2020

Expert Reviews Awards 2020

Best 
Customer Solution

ISPA Awards 2021

Bookmark your 
favourite shows and 
channels to get even 
quicker to what you 
really want to watch. 
Less time searching, 
more time enjoying.

Personalised
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